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Structural Evolution of Smaller Gold Nanocrystals: The Truncated Decahedral Motif
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Atomistic modeling of energetics and structures, coupled with x-ray powder diffraction analyses of
size-separated passivated gold nanocrystals in the 1–2 nm size range, shows preferential formation of a
stable sequence of three cluster sizes, all with a truncated-decahedral motif. [S0031-9007(97)03951-3]

PACS numbers: 61.46.+w, 36.40.Mr
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It is commonly expected, and often observed, that
structures (and properties) of finite-size materials agg
gates (clusters) differ from those of the bulk. However, d
termination of specific cluster structures, identification
structural motifs, and elucidation of size-evolutionary p
terns, which are central issues in cluster and nano-scie
remain vexing problems [1]. Here we show that the str
tural size evolution in gold may be described as a seque
of transitions: (i) from specific “molecular” structures,
the extremely small size range, with equivalent cluster
ameterdeq # 1 nms,40 atomsd, to (ii) ordered “noncrys-
tallographic” (decahedral) structures (here we use this t
for motifs which do not occur in bulk crystals, e.g., fivefo
symmetric ones) at larger sizes, and then culminating w
sizes withdeq . 2 nm s,250 atomsd, in (iii) crystallites
of bulk lattice structure (fcc) with specific faceted mo
phologies (i.e., truncated octahedra, variants thereof,
their twins). Since the first regime has been commonly d
cussed in the cluster literature [2] and the “convergen
to the bulk structure for large clusters (iii) was describ
by us in some detail elsewhere [3(a),3(b)], we focus h
on the intermediate regime (ii) which is also the least “
tuitive” and harder to resolve.

While previous studies using high-resolution electr
microscopy (HREM) on supported largersdeq $ 3 nmd
gold crystallites yielded valuable information [4], the a
plication of the method to studies of smaller clusters
limited by image-contrast, momentum-transfer, and bea
induced mobility considerations. Similarly, extraction
structural information from mass-selected cluster bea
[5] encounters severe difficulties because abundances
controlled by evaporation, requiring for Au clusters te
peratures above melting, as well as by electronic sh
structure effects [6] which heavily obscure spectrosco
signatures of atomic structure in the pertinent size-ran
and time-scale limitations which complicate the asse
ment of structural metastability of various isomeric form
Furthermore, single-crystal x-ray diffraction (XRD) ha
so far been applied only to crystals of gold cluster co
pounds made of small highly charged cores (the larg
being Au39

17[7]) bound to complex ligands and count
0031-9007y97y79(10)y1873(4)$10.00
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rions. In conjunction with the limited systematic exper
mental information in the 1–2 nm size range, theoretic
investigations have variously predicted differing crystallo
graphic [8], noncrystallographic [9], amorphous [10], an
melted or quasimelted forms [4(a)], resulting in a livel
debate with no consensus or confirmed resolution.

Our approach is based on predictions and insights o
tained through exploration of the atomistic energetics a
structures of AuN s50 # N # 5000d clusters which led
to the identification [3(a),3(b)] of energetically optima
discrete cluster-size sequences, each associated wi
structural motif, in juxtaposition with the preparation an
isolation of macroscopic amounts of well-fractionated (b
size) stable gold nanocrystallites (in solution, and as po
ders, films, and superlattices [3]) on which powder XRD
and other measurements, have been performed [3(a),3(

In the extensive structural survey, performed throug
energy minimization of atomistic models with many-bod
embedded-atom interactions [3(a),3(b)], and aided by
cluster genetic algorithm (CGA) [11], we included a broa
range of structural forms, guided by actual observatio
(mainly, HREM and XRD) as well as by past exper
ence [12] and the CGA. These include (i) fcc structur
with various morphologies (cube-octahedra (CO), oct
hedra (Oh), truncated octahedra (TO, TO6) [3]), and
their twinned variants; (ii) icosahedral (Ih) and cappe
Ih (c-Ih) structures; (iii) hexagonally close-packed (hcp
structures; (iv) pentagonal decahedral (Dh) arrangeme
and their variants, i.e., ino-Dh (i-Dh) (see description
Ref. [12]), and Marks-Dh (m-Dh), where reentrant (111
facets are introduced via a modified-Wulff construction
optimize the clusters’ energetic stability through a balan
between surface and strain energy contributions [13]; a
(v) partially disordered clusters obtained through molec
lar dynamics (MD) simulations at elevated temperatures

Because of their discrete nature, atomistic models
various structural motifs and morphologies correspond
specific size (number of atoms) sequences. For exam
the number of atoms in decahedral crystallites can
expressed asN  1y6h30p3 2 135p2 1 207p 2 102 1

f5m3 1 s30p 2 45dm2 1 sss60sp2 2 3pd 1 136dddmg 1
© 1997 The American Physical Society 1873
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nf15m2 1 s60p 2 75dm 1 3s10p2 2 30pd 1 66gj 2 1,
with m, n, andp as defined in Fig. 1 (inset). Examinatio
of the energetics of the various structural motifs (Fig.
leads to the identification of the energy-optimal patte
(”magic number” sequence). This procedure predicts th
m-Dh clusters and fcc TO clusters (and their TO1 and
twinned variants) form the dominant size sequence
AuN . Furthermore, except in the very small size rang
the Ih motif is found to be energetically noncompetitiv
(due to accumulated icosahedral strain which grows w
volume [12]); fcc clusters with Oh and CO morphologie
are also noncompetitive, with energies of the latt
lying above the scale of the figure, and the competiti
between the fcc-TO motif and the Dh motif maintain
throughout, with the Dh advantage somewhat diminishi
for larger clusters (due to accumulated volume-depend
decahedral strain, which is smaller than the icosahed
strain [12]). In the size range of interest to us her
the lowest-energy cluster sequence is made of Au75,
Au101, and Au146, all belonging to the m-Dh motif, with
the sm, n, pd indices as indicated in Fig. 1 (see circle
stars). In this context it is interesting to note that
similar analysis performed earlier [12] for nickel cluste
resulted in the predominance of icosahedral clusters
to ,1500 atoms, indicating that the preferred structur
forms are material specific.

The materials used in this study were prepared by m
ing use of the fact that, in the controlled growth of a sol
from atoms, the rate (kinetics) can be drastically reduc

FIG. 1. Energies of structurally optimized AuN sN # 520d
clusters plotted assE 2 ´BNdyN2y3 vs N (on anN1y3 scale),
where´B  3.93 eV is the cohesive energy of an atom in bul
Au. Various structural motifs are denoted as Ohs- - ¶ - -d,
Ih s???¶???d, TO s—r—d, t-TO s¶d, To1 s1d, t-TO1 shd,
i-Dh sdd, and m-Dh sqd, with the filled stars denoting m-Dh
clusters in the enhanced stability region. The 75, 101, a
146 atom m-Dh clusters corresponding to the stable structu
sequence (see Fig. 2) are denoted bye. The sm, n, pd indices
of m-Dh are shown in the inset, for a (5,5,2) cluster.
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or effectively halted, at certain levels of aggregatio
corresponding to the formation of structures of “singu
lar” thermochemical stability, which thereby accumulate
This effect can be strongly enhanced by the action of
reverse process (e.g., etching), the presence of which c
further establish a local equilibrium (energetics). If thes
structures are protected against casual (contact) coa
cence by a mild passivating agent, they can be accum
lated in macroscopic quantities to the virtual exclusion o
other sizes and structures, reducing our task to resolving
handful of structures obtained with extreme high statist
cal significance.

In the present case, charge-neutral Au clusters we
obtained by the controlled [14] decomposition of AuSR
molecules (R is an n-alkyl group denoted below byCn)
in the presence of excessRSSR molecules, which act as a
weak passivant as well as etching agents. These meth
have recently been described in full [14], including
the observation that in the pertinent size range we
controlled growth can result in the essentially quantitativ
conversion of atomically dispersed gold into three discre
clusters, with core masses near14k, 22k, and 28k (k 
1000 amu, or 5.08 Au atoms; i.e., expressed in terms
the number of atoms, these isolated fractions consist
thiol-passivated gold clusters with gold cores of,70, 110,
and 140 atoms, respectively). The subsequent separa
of these clusters by fractional crystallization from solutio
into purified fractions, each on the0.01g scale, was
monitored via mass spectrometry. The resulting materia
can be handled as molecular substances, with we
defined solutions and crystalline phases, and can thus
characterized compositionally (e.g., to verify that there
an elemental Au core [3(a),14]).

The fractions that can always be identified in the ma
spectra, whether in mixtures or as pure substances,
(i) the14k Au compound, the smallest one obtained in ev
ery case in appreciable yield and essentially the exclusi
one obtained under the most severely controlled grow
conditions [14] [here, the SC18 variant has been separated
from residual higher compounds (mainly the22k one) at
the ,85% level]; (ii) the 28k Au compound, easily ob-
tained in high yield and often nearly the exclusive produ
of growth under slightly less restrictive conditions tha
just mentioned; (iii) the22k compound, never obtained
in yields approaching the above ones and quite difficu
to obtain in high purity from those in (i) and (ii); and
(iv) a mixture of two or more compounds in the34k 42k
mass range. The mass-spectroscopic analysis, as wel
other characterizations (e.g., optical absorption and hig
resolution transmission electron microscopy), indicate th
the separated fractions are molecularly defined substan
[3(a),3(b),14], rather than a continuum of sizes (an
structures).

Figure 2 shows XRD intensity patterns [Issd vs s 
2 sinuylg, where 2u is the scattering angle,l 
1.5405 Å] for powder samples of each of the
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FIG. 2. Experimental (Exp.) and calculated powder XRD in
tensities (in arbitrary units) plotted vss (in nm21). In each
panel, measurements are given for the smalls [left, log sIssd]
and larges [right, sIssd] for the well-separated14k, 22k, and
28k nanocrystal gold samples (top to bottom panels). [Cu
ously, our XRD pattern for the14k fraction is remarkably sim-
ilar to that shown in Ref. [15] for the Au55 fPsC6H5d3g12sCld6
cluster, commonly known as “Au55,” although its precise iden-
tity remains controversial [16].] In each case, the theoretic
patterns (for larges) were calculated for various relaxed atom
istic structural models (displaced vertically and denoted abo
each of the curves by the structural symbol followed by th
number of atoms in the model, which is shown at the to
of each panel) as described in the text. We note here t
in comparing the measured intensities with those obtain
for the theoretically predicted structures using the Debye fo
mula [17], with exponential exps2Bs2y2d thermal damping and
s-dependent atomic gold scattering factors, theonly structural
variation which was allowed from the predicted atomic coord
nates is a uniform volume dilation (or compression)d; other
refinements such as shellwise dilations and/or axial dilati
or compression did not improve the agreement in any sign
cant manner. The best fits for the Dh clusters were obtained
d , 3% 4%, i.e., an outward displacement from the energ
optimized structures of the bare clusters, which themselv
show a slight (an average,22%) contraction of the outer
facets from their truncated-bulk positions. Such a small n
expansion, as well as remaining discrepancies between the
culated and measured data, could be due to a combination
factors, such as interaction potentials, thermal expansion, a
the effect of binding to the passivating molecules, as well
any residual imperfections in the size separation. Super
agreement is obtained for the 75, 101, and 146 atom m-
(circled filled stars in Fig. 1), with thermal damping factor
B refined to 0.045, 0.020,0.013 nm2, respectively. The ver-
tical bars on the axis of the bottom panel show the locatio
of reflections corresponding to bulk gold. In the top pane
we include a theoretically predicted curve (coinciding with th
experimental data) for a 73 atom m-Dh (marked m-Dh 73f
where, starting from a relaxed m-Dh 75 cluster, a fit to the
ray pattern was performed allowingall the atomic coordinates
to vary freely, resulting in an oblate decahedral cluster, wi
the top and bottom vertex atoms removed. A top project
view indicates the positions of atoms in the m-Dh 73f cluste
and the arrows indicate the main displacements of atoms fr
their m-Dh 75 locations (in addition to those causing the axi
compression). The ideally fitted m-Dh73f cluster is energe
cally much less stable than all other structures, illustrating t
caution that must be exercised in comparing theoretical and
perimental results.
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well-separated (14k, 22k, and 28k) fractions. The
stability of these materials is evidenced by the repr
ducibility of the XRD and other measurements fo
samples stored at room temperature for over one year
for cooling the materials to 10 K and heating to 350 K fo
hours. For such molecular solids, the pattern at smalls is
dominated by a series of sharp peaks (superlattice Bra
peaks), which we have used, when possible, to corrobor
the sizes obtained from the mass analysis and estima
density.

The intensity patterns observed at larges, which give
information primarily about the internal atomic structur
of the individual gold cores, exhibit maxima that, on firs
-
r
or

r

gg
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t

sight, may be associated with those of bulk fcc Au, yet t
intensities are strongly altered and the detailed line sha
cannot be accounted for by simple finite-size appro
mations applied to the bulk structure. However, whe
analyzed using intensities from predicted structures,
conjunction with the size estimates, these line shapes
be used very effectively to exclude most of the pla
sible packing types (as well as amorphous and liquidli
structures), and identify the most favorable one. Figure
shows just a small selection of the comparisons ma
between the measured and calculated XRD patterns
order to illustrate this process of elimination. Even a cu
sory inspection of the results displayed in Fig. 2 allow
1875
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an unambiguous rejection of all structures, with the e
ception of the Dh motif (in particular the m-Dh) which
consistently yields superior detailed agreement with t
data. In any case, the smallness of the deviation from
predicted bare-cluster structures serves as ana posteriori
confirmation of their merit, substantiating further thi
“first-principles” mode of structural analysis [18] and th
high quality of materials on which the measuremen
were made.

The best agreement with the data, to the exclusion
alternative ones, corresponds to (2,2,2) m-Dh 75, (2,3
m-Dh 101, and (3,2,2) m-Dh 146 clusters (see Figs.
and 2), which are the smallest nontrivialsm, n, p . 1d
Marks decahedra. In each case, the theoretical curve
not changed when the number of atoms is reduced
two, corresponding to the removal of the top and botto
vertex atoms of the m-Dh (see Fig. 2). This sequence
clusters coincides with the optimal-energy one in this si
range (see Fig. 1), and is in very close corresponden
with the mass-spectrometrically estimated core masses
the fractionated samples used in the XRD measuremen

We conclude that for gold the1 nm # deq # 2 nm
size range is punctuated by the formation of a discrete
quence of primarily three cluster sizes which correspo
well to the most stable ones in this range (see Fig. 1),
belonging to the truncated (Marks)-decahedral motif wi
the particular truncations described above. This analy
provides an energetic and structural explanation for t
observed preferential formation of this discrete sequen
of stable gold nanocrystallites in this range. While sim
lar structures of larger metal particles have been discus
experimentally and theoretically [4,12,13,19], they hav
not been previously associated with a stable metal clu
ter sequence in this size range. Along with a resol
tion of the structural issue, we demonstrated the abil
to obtain macroscopic quantities of highly size-separat
nanometer-scale metal clusters in a refined state (i.e., n
tral cores with “weak” passivation which does not see
to disrupt the metal nanocrystallite structure). These fin
ings have broad implications for measurements of vario
size and structure sensitive physical properties (e.g., el
tronic quantized transport processes in individual particl
and their superlattices, and spectroscopic characteris
[20]) which are the subject of current research effort
with a potential application in optoelectronics, nanoci
cuits, and sensor technologies.
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